CHAPTER 9: A HOME IN THE STARS

Shuttlecraft (p.235) Shuttlecraft Shields has been changed from 4 to 3.

Runabout (p.235) "Tractor Beam (Strength 1)" has been added.

Constellation class (p.240) Tractor Beam strength has been changed from 2 to 3.

Secondary Reactors (p.257) "Requirements: None" has been added.

D7 Battle Cruiser (p.259) "Rugged (Talent)" has been replaced with "Rugged Design (Talent)."

Jem'Hadar Attack Ship (p.265) Photon Torpedo attack increased from 6★ to 7★.

CHAPTER 10: GAMEMASTERING

Normal Milestones (p.293) "The character used at least one Value or Directive positively and at least one Value or Directive negatively." Has been replaced with, "The character used at least one Value or Directive positively, or at least one Value or Directive negatively."

Creating Notable NPCs (p.304) "They are comparable to Secondary Player Characters," has been replaced with "They are comparable to Supporting Player Characters."

CHAPTER 11: ALIENS AND ADVERSARIES

Major Verohk, Tal Shiar Agent [Major NPC] (p.321) Unarmed Strike has been decreased from 5★ to 4★.